We propose and design a silicon-based long-range hybrid plasmonic slot (LRHPS) waveguide. The waveguide structure consists of a thin metal film (silver) inserted into a vertical low-index slot [filled with silicon nanocrystal (Si-nc)] between two high-index dielectrics (silicon), forming two nanoscale low-index Si-nc slot regions. The modes are confined within the two vertical regions. The designed LRHPS waveguide takes advantages of both traditional long-range surface plasmon polariton waveguide and hybrid plasmonic waveguide. The combined effects of long-range surface plasmon polaritons and discontinuity of electric field at the interface between two dielectrics with high-contrast refractive index enable a millimeter-scale propagation range together with a subwavelength mode confinement for potential high-density nanophotonic integration. The resultant quasi-TE mode properties of LRHPS waveguide, including long-range hybrid (LRH) mode and shortrange hybrid (SRH) mode, are analyzed, showing a long propagation length up to 14.55 mm (corresponding to a low loss of 3 Â 10 À4 dB=m) with a slot size of 150 nm Â 200 nm. Normalized power and intensity are also calculated, indicating tight mode confinement within subwavelength low-index slot regions. Moreover, nonlinearity and chromatic dispersion are also studied. Due to the design freedom of double-slot structure, a high nonlinearity of 7:82 Â 10 6 W À1 km À1 and a low chromatic dispersion of À28.29 ps/nm/km at 1550 nm are achieved, implying possible applications in efficient nonlinear optical signal processing.
Introduction
Surface plasmon polariton (SPP) can break the diffraction limit and lead to subwavelength confinement [1] , [2] . Miscellaneous types of SPP-based devices with strong mode confinement such as waveguides, lasers, and biosensors are attracting extensive attention [3] - [5] . For instance, surface plasmonic waveguides are promising candidates for future photonic circuits with ultrahigh integration and large on-chip circuit capacity [6] . They enable ultrasmall mode localization in a deep subwavelength region, which can potentially minimize the component size for large-scale photonic integrated circuits and enhance the power density for efficient on-chip signal processing. However, when compared to some other types of pure dielectric nanophotonic waveguides such as siliconon-insulator (SOI) and photonic crystal (PC) [7] , [8] , the existence of metal material brings surface plasmonic waveguides in a large absorption loss, usually termed as Ohmic loss [9] , [10] , limiting the scope for practical applications. Hence, one of the critical challenges of plasmonic waveguides would be to reduce the absorption loss, or equivalently, extend the propagation range [11] , [12] . Generally speaking, there exists a tradeoff between the absorption loss and mode confinement, i.e., low absorption loss is always accompanied by a weak mode confinement and a strong mode confinement usually results in a large absorption loss. Nevertheless, the ever-increasing research efforts have been devoted to continuously making progress of low-loss plasmonic waveguide with subwavelength mode confinement: 1) Traditional single-interface (metal-dielectric) plasmonic waveguide features a large absorption loss despite its moderate mode area [13] . 2) To mitigate the absorption loss, a so-called long-range SPP mode coming from a thin metal film surrounded by dielectric materials [dielectric-metal-dielectric (DMD)] is proposed with lots of interest [6] . It offers greatly reduced absorption loss and extended propagation range but comes at the expense of expanded mode area. 3) Another promising approach, capable of achieving relatively long propagation range and subwavelength mode confinement, is then presented using a hybrid plasmonic waveguide [14] . A high proportion of mode energy can be localized in a nanoscale lowindex region between a metal and a high-index material, together with a propagation length on the scale of 100 m. Following similar ideas, various types of hybrid plasmonic waveguides are designed, such as hybrid plasmonic waveguide with a metal cap [15] , dielectric-loaded plasmonic waveguide [16] , and nanowires symmetrically placed on two sides of a metal film [17] . However, in spite of the optimized balance between the absorption loss (propagation range) and mode confinement, the reported achievable propagation length (100 m) might not be longer enough to support efficient signal processing using such hybrid plasmonic waveguides. The higher the efficiency expected, the longer the propagation range desired. In addition, nonlinearity and chromatic dispersion are two more key parameters of hybrid plasmonic waveguides. Previous research works on hybrid plasmonic waveguides did not show favorable performance in terms of high nonlinearity and low chromatic dispersion [18] , [19] , which is of great importance to enable efficient optical signal processing. In this scenario, a laudable goal would be to further extend the propagation length in a millimeter range while keeping a subwavelength mode confinement and flexibly tailor and achieve the desired nonlinearity and chromatic dispersion. In fact, the idea of confining high-intensity mode energy in low-index regions is similar to that for slot waveguide [20] , which shows great potential in light guiding [20] , [21] , biosensing [22] , and nonlinear signal processing [23] . The slot structure offers more design freedoms for geometry engineering and resultant performance tailoring, which could also be applicable for the design of hybrid plasmonic waveguide.
In this paper, we combine the ideas of long-range SPP waveguide and hybrid plasmonic waveguide to form a long-range hybrid plasmonic slot (LRHPS) waveguide. Actually, two nanoslot waveguides sustaining quasi-TE polarization mode have been extensively investigated, which offer a broaden freedom for structure design and hold great potentials for light guiding as well as signal processing applications [24] - [26] . For our proposed LRHPS waveguide with two nanoslots, the mode guiding mechanism relies on the hybrid effects of long-range SPPs and enhanced electric field due to its discontinuity at the high-index-contrast dielectric interface. We comprehensively characterize the mode properties, propagation length, normalized power and intensity, nonlinearity, and dispersion. The designed LRHPS waveguide shows two important features for potential highdensity nanophotonic integration and efficient nonlinear signal processing applications: 1) it offers a long propagation range on the scale of millimeter length together with a subwavelength mode confinement; 2) a high nonlinearity and a low dispersion are achievable at the telecommunication wavelength through the tailoring of the waveguide geometry.
Waveguide Structure and Mode Properties
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the proposed LRHPS waveguide consists of a silica substrate, two highindex silicon (Si) strips, two low-index silicon nanocrystal (Si-nc) slots, and a metal. The vertical area between the two high-index Si strips is filled with a sandwiched dielectric-metal-dielectric (DMD) structure. The metal is a thin silver (Ag) film with a width of W Ag and dielectrics are low-index (compared to silicon) dielectrics. Here, we choose dielectrics as Si-nc, a highly nonlinear material at the telecommunication wavelength. All these metallic and dielectric parts on the silica substrate have the same height of H WG . The width of each Si strip and Si-nc slot is denoted by W Si and W SiÀnc , respectively. The silica substrate has a height of H Silica . The mode of the designed waveguide is expected to be highly confined and guided in the two nanoscale low-index Si-nc slots.
Starting from the well-known long-range SPP waveguide and slot waveguide, we tend to give a comprehensive understanding of the origin, principle, and advantages of the designed LRHPS waveguide as follows.
1 A typical long-range SPP waveguide structure is shown in Fig. 2(a) , which has a thin metal strip with a width of W Ag (silver) bounded by symmetric dielectric claddings (Si-nc). In fact, such a DMD-structured (Si-nc-silver-Si-nc) waveguide supports two distinct modes, i.e., symmetric bound (s b Þ mode and asymmetric bound ða b Þ mode. As depicted in Fig. 2 (b), the main transverse electric field component Ex of the s b mode has a symmetric profile across the structure (along the x -direction), and therefore, the corresponding charge density in the thin metal has an asymmetric distribution over the metal width W Ag . Thus, low absorption loss (long propagation range) is expected due to less mode penetration into the metal. In contrast, as sketched in Fig. 2 (c), the a b mode has an asymmetric profile of Ex accompanied by a symmetric distribution of charge density over the structure, resulting in a large absorption loss and short propagation range. Thus, the s b and a b modes are referred to as long-range and short-range SPP modes, respectively. Remarkably, one can clearly see from Fig. 2 (b) and (c) that the main transverse electric field component Ex of both s b and a b modes has a relatively slow decay speed into the surrounding dielectrics. A considerable proportion of mode energy spreads in the dielectric areas, corresponding to a relatively large mode area. 2 The modes in DMD-structured waveguides are extended to the surrounding dielectrics without any extra constrains and the main transverse electric field Ex remains a high value at a remarkable distance away from the interface of metal and dielectric claddings. To avoid the mode dissipating too much away from the interface, a valuable goal is to confine the mode field within a small dielectric region near the interface. Fortunately, slot waveguide provides a potential option [20] . Fig. 2 (d) and (e) shows a typical structure and field distribution of a vertical slot waveguide comprising a low-index slot (e.g., Si-nc) bounded by two high-index slabs (e.g., Si) on a silica substrate. Due to the discontinuity of electric field at the interface between two dielectric materials (e.g., Si-nc and Si) with a high-index contrast, the electric field can be greatly enhanced and confined in the low-index slot region [21] . Actually, the recently reported hybrid plasmonic waveguide follows a similar idea to some extent [14] . The hybrid mode is confined in the low-index slot region bounded by a high-index material and a metal. Although the mode field is confined more tightly compared to the DMD structure, the mode propagation range of the hybrid plasmonic waveguide is shorter than the long-range SPP mode of the DMD structure. 3 We can consider both long-range SPP waveguide (DMD structure) and hybrid plasmonic waveguide as two variations (two interfaces) of traditional single-interface plasmonic waveguide. The former introduces a second metal-dielectric interface to reduce absorption loss and extend propagation range, while the latter adds a high-index-contrast dielectricdielectric interface to enhance the mode confinement. By combining the advantages of longrange SPP waveguide and hybrid plasmonic waveguide or slot waveguide, it is possible to form an LRHPS waveguide enabling a millimeter-scale propagation range together with a subwavelength mode confinement. As shown in Fig. 2(f) , two high-index strips (e.g., Si) are added as outer claddings of a traditional vertical DMD-structured (e.g., Si-nc-silver-Si-nc) waveguide on a silica substrate. Similar to Fig. 2(b) and (c), the LRHPS waveguide also supports one symmetric bound ðs b Þ mode and one asymmetric bound ða b Þ mode, as depicted in Fig. 2 (g) and (h), respectively. According to the distribution of the electric field and charge density, it is expected that the s b mode has a low absorption loss and long propagation range while the a b mode has a large absorption loss and short propagation range. We call s b mode in Fig. 2 (g) and a b mode in Fig. 2 (h) as long-range hybrid (LRH) mode and short-range hybrid (SRH) mode, respectively. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 2 (g) and (h), at the interface of Si-nc and Si, the main transverse electric field component Ex has a quasi-step jump (discontinuity) and a high power density is obtained in the two nanoscale low-index Si-nc slots separated by a thin metal film. Hence, subwavelength tight mode confinement can be also achieved benefiting from the added two high-index Si claddings. As a consequence, the LRH mode of LRHPS waveguide, as sketched in Fig. 2(h) , can potentially provide a subwavelength mode confinement accompanied by a long propagation range on the scale of millimeters. We calculate the mode distribution of different waveguide structures in Fig. 2 using finite-element method software package COMSOL Multiphysics. For the traditional DMD waveguide shown in Fig. 2(a) -(c), the slot width equals the sum of W Ag and W SiÀnc , while the waveguide height is H WG . The Si-nc slot region in Fig. 2(d) and (e) has the same size as the sum of the silver and two Si-nc slots in Fig. 2(f) . Detailed geometry parameters are listed in the inset in Fig. 2 . The refractive indices of each material at 1550 nm are n Ag ¼ 0:1453 þ 11:3587i [15] , n silica ¼ 1:445, n Si ¼ 3:455, and n SiÀnc ¼ 1:723 [27] . In order to further characterize the properties of LRH and SRH modes, we show in Fig. 3 the normalized phase and attenuation constants of the LRH and SRH modes as a function of the metal width. The normalized phase and attenuation constants are corresponding to the real and imaginary parts of the calculated effective mode index. Here, 0 ¼ 2= is the phase constant of light ( is wavelength) in the vacuum and the mode effective index n eff ¼ = 0 þ = 0 . One can clearly see that the metal width plays an important role leading to unique features of LRH and SRH modes. When the metal film is thin, LRH and SRH modes have distinct phase and attenuation properties. In particular, the LRH mode has much lower attenuation than the SRH mode. When reducing the metal width, the attenuation of the LRH mode decreases with its mode field increasingly expelled from the metal and entering more deeply into the Si-nc slots, while the SRH mode features increasing penetration into the metal and resultant absorption loss. For a large metal width, the LRH and SRH modes are almost degenerate with the mode of the conventional hybrid plasmonic waveguide, which has a metal (silver), low-index slot (Si-nc), and high-index strip (Si) from left to right on a silica substrate. The normalized phase and attenuation constants of the degenerate mode are also plotted in Fig. 3 as the dotted lines for reference.
Simulation Results
Propagation length is an important parameter describing the mode feature in a plasmonic waveguide. The imaginary part of the effective mode index ðImðn eff ÞÞ indicates the loss property of Fig. 3 . Normalized phase and attenuation constants of the LRH and SRH modes of LRHPS waveguide. The dotted line corresponds to a conventional hybrid plasmonic waveguide (a Silver, a Si-nc slot and a Si strip from left to right on a silica substrate) with a metal width of 300 nm. the mode. The propagation length of mode ðL prop Þ, defined as the distances from the input to where the mode field decays by a factor of 1/e [28] , is calculated by L prop ¼ =ð4 Á Imðn eff ÞÞ. The corresponding waveguide loss could be obtained by ¼ À10log 10 ð1=eÞ=L prop % 4:343=L prop . As shown in Fig. 3 , it is evident that the LRH mode has a smaller imaginary part of n eff and a resultant longer propagation length compared to the SRH mode.
We study the geometry dependence of the propagation length of the LRH mode. When setting H WG ¼ 200 nm and W Si ¼ 180 nm, we show in Fig. 4(a) and (b) the propagation length and waveguide loss as a function of the slot width under different values of metal width. It is found that the propagation length increases (waveguide loss decreases) as the slot becomes wider. Such phenomenon can be briefly explained as follows. The LRH mode is mainly localized and guided in the low-index slot region of the LRHPS waveguide. With the increase in slot width, a more proportion of mode is confined in the slot area, i.e., a less proportion of mode in the metal, resulting in a reduced absorption loss by metal and a consequently extended propagation length. In particular, in order to obtain a millimeter-scale propagation length, the desired minimum (cutoff) slot width increases from 6 to 102 nm as the metal width varies from 5 to 30 nm. In addition, for a fixed slot width, a longer propagation length is achieved as a thinner metal film is employed. When the slot width is 200 nm and metal width is 10 nm, the achievable propagation length can exceed 10 mm, which is greatly enhanced compared to the conventional hybrid plasmonic waveguide [19] .
We further investigate the wavelength dependence of the propagation length and waveguide loss. Shown in Fig. 4 In addition to propagation length, another two parameters known as normalized power and intensity are of great importance showing the ability of mode confinement. Due to the combined effects of high localization of SPPs and discontinuity of electric field at the interface between two dielectrics with high-contrast refractive index, the mode power can be well confined in the two nanoscale low-index Si-nc slot regions. Normalized power is the ratio of the power confined in the two nanoscale low-index slots to the total waveguide power. Normalized intensity is the normalized power divided by the area of two nanoscale low-index slots. Fig. 5 (a) and (b) depicts normalized power and intensity of LRH and SRH modes as a function of slot width under different values of metal width. It is obvious that the SRH mode features a higher normalized power and intensity than the LRH mode but at the expense of larger absorption loss and shorter propagation length. For the LRH mode as shown in Fig. 5(a) , the normalized power increases rapidly first and then decreases gradually with the increase in slot width. However, the normalized intensity decreases with the increase in slot width. A normalized power as high as 30% can be achieved together with a normalized intensity of 30 m 2 . For the SRH mode as shown in Fig. 5(b) , the normalized intensity decreases with the increase in slot width, while the normalized power, after a rapid increase with slot width, keeps almost unchanged when the slot width is greater than 80 nm. Under a fixed slot width, LRH and SRH modes show opposite dependence on the metal width, i.e., the normalized power and intensity increase for LRH mode but decrease for SRH mode with the increase in metal width. Fig. 5(c) further depicts the wavelength dependence of the normalized power and intensity. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 5(c) that the normalized power and intensity are insensitive to the wavelength within a range from 1500 to 1600 nm.
Nonlinearity is also a key parameter when using plasmonic waveguide in nonlinear optical signal processing applications. Si-nc has a large nonlinear refractive index n 2 at the telecommunication wavelength. The reported n 2 can be as high as 4 Â 10 À13 cm 2 =W under a silicon excess of 0.08, an annealing temperature of 800 C, and a deposition method of plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) [29] . Using such Si-nc as two slots, we calculate in Fig. 6(a) and (b) the nonlinearity of LRH and SRH modes as functions of slot width (wavelength: 1550 nm) and wavelength ðW SiÀnc ¼ 10 nmÞ under a set of geometry parameters of W Ag ¼ 30 nm, W Si ¼ 182 nm, H WG ¼ 200 nm, and H Silica ¼ 2 m. The nonlinearity decreases with the increase in slot width due to expanded mode area. In addition, the nonlinearity also decreases within a wavelength range from 1500 to 1600 nm. When W SiÀnc ¼ 10 nm and wavelength is 1550 nm, the nonlinearity reaches 7:82 Â 10 6 W À1 km À1 for LRH mode. This value is higher than that reported in [19] , mainly due to the large n 2 of Si-nc [29] and the strongly confined mode in the double-slot regions.
We further characterize the impact of slot shape on the nonlinearity. An area of 2000 nm 2 for a single slot is fixed. Shown in Fig. 6 (c) and (d) are five tuning curves of nonlinearity versus wavelength for LRH and SRH modes under different sets of slot width W SiÀnc and height H WG . It is found that the nonlinearity increases first and then decreases with the increase (decrease) in slot width (height) under a fixed slot area, which implies that an optimal slot shape is expected. To find the optimized slot shape, Fig. 6 as the slot width is set to be around 8.5 nm, which indicates an optimized slot shape with a width of W SiÀnc ¼ 8:5 nm and a height of H WG ¼ 235:3 nm. Chromatic dispersion is regarded as another key parameter for wideband operation in optical communication applications. The chromatic dispersion is calculated by the expression
To ensure the accuracy of calculation, we first study the convergence of chromatic dispersion at 1550 nm by varying the maximum element size of two low-index Si-nc slot regions [30] . Shown in Fig. 7 is the chromatic dispersion at 1550 nm as a function of the maximum element size in two slots. It is expected that an element size of 2 nm in two slots is small enough to accurately calculate the chromatic dispersion. In addition, the maximum element sizes of 10 and 18 nm are chosen in the metal and Si regions, respectively. Note that those maximum element sizes in different regions of the waveguide are applied to all the calculations to ensure a desired accuracy. We then calculate in Fig. 8(a) and (b) the wavelength dependence of the chromatic dispersion and dispersion slope for LRH and SRH modes within a wavelength range from 1500 to 1600 nm. To obtain a relatively low chromatic dispersion at 1550 nm for potential nonlinear optical signal processing applications, a set of geometry parameters is used as follows: W SiÀnc ¼ 10 nm, W Ag ¼ 30 nm, W Si ¼ 182 nm, H WG ¼ 200 nm, and H Silica ¼ 2 m. As shown in Fig. 8(a) , a low chromatic dispersion of À28.29 ps/nm/km is achieved at 1550 nm for the LRH mode.
Discussion
The idea of LRHPS waveguide comes from both traditional long-range SPP waveguide and hybrid plasmonic waveguide or slot waveguide. It combines both low absorption (long propagation range) property of the long-range SPP waveguide and tight mode confinement property of the hybrid plasmonic waveguide or slot waveguide. These mixed features offer a millimeter-scale propagation range together with a subwavelength mode confinement, which could be used in highly compact photonic circuits. With future improvement, the LRHPS waveguide can be further optimized along three directions as follows. 1) In addition to Si-nc, some other types of materials can also be used as two slots, depending on different desired material properties. 2) The LRHPS waveguide includes a metal film, two low-index slots, and two high-index claddings on a substrate, which provide multiple degrees of freedom to tailor the waveguide geometry. As a consequence, the engineering of propagation length, normalized power and intensity, nonlinearity, and dispersion is available to fulfill different kinds of applications. For instance, an LRHPS waveguide with high nonlinearity and low chromatic dispersion is beneficial to efficient nonlinear signal processing, such as wideband wavelength conversion based on four-wave mixing, supercontinuum, etc.
3) The proposed LRHPS waveguide with two vertical nanoslots supports quasi-TE mode with the main transverse electric field perpendicular to the surface of metal/Si-nc/Si. One may design horizontal slot structures to support quasi-TM mode. Remarkably, in some practical applications, polarization dependence is undesirable. To enable polarization-independent operation, a polarization diversity approach might be employed [31] , and another possible solution could be a metamaterial-based 3-D plasmonic structure [32] .
Conclusion
We have designed an LRHPS waveguide consisting of a sandwiched DMD structure (Si-nc-silverSi-nc) inserted between two high-index Si slabs on a silica substrate. We start from a comprehensive description of the origin and principle of LRHPS waveguide and then analyze its mode properties, propagation length, normalized power and intensity, nonlinearity, and dispersion. The LRHPS waveguide takes advantages of both conventional long-range SPP waveguide and hybrid plasmonic waveguide. The combined effects of long-range SPPs and enhanced electric field due to its discontinuity at the interface between high-contrast-index dielectrics lead to a long propagation range on a scale of millimeter length accompanied by a subwavelength mode confinement. Two distinct modes, i.e., LRH mode and SRH mode, are studied. For a thin metal film, the LRH and SRH modes split evidently, while they both evolve into the mode of a conventional hybrid plasmonic waveguide with a large metal width. With a 10-nm-wide metal film, the propagation length of the LRH mode can exceed 10 mm, and the normalized power intensity can be up to 6.5 m À2 . Moreover, owing to the highly nonlinear material Si-nc adopted in the low-index slot regions and subwavelength strong mode confinement, a high nonlinearity of 7:83 Â 10 6 W À1 km
À1
and a low chromatic dispersion of À28.29 ps/nm/km at 1550 nm are achieved via the tailoring of the waveguide geometry. The obtained results indicate possible utilization of the proposed LRHPS waveguide in high-density nanophotonic integration and potential applications in efficient nonlinear signal processing.
